Brand Book

proud
Selkirk is

Selkirk, Manitoba has a proud history.
Originally populated by the people of the
Peguis First Nation, Selkirk was the centre of
a massive tract of land acquired by the Earl
of Selkirk in the early part of the 19th century
and populated by Scottish settlers in what
was then known as the Red River Colony.
The land can be harsh – and it can be
forgiving. Its nature forges friendships with
neighbours who share and build together.
This culture is still a fundamental part of
Selkirk today.

vibrant
Selkirk is

A special energy is fueled by the community’s
love of sports, the arts and culture. At any
given time you can find hockey, ringette,
gymnastics, dance, music and art taking place
around the city. And that’s just in the winter.
The city hosts tournaments throughout the
year in many sports and is the home of the
tenacious Selkirk Steelers. Selkirk is famous
for its catfish fishery, drawing visitors from
around the world each year for a chance to
catch one of these river giants.

connected
Selkirk is

The hub of the Interlake region, Selkirk
provides services to the communities that
surround it. With a state-of-the-art hospital,
and renowned Selkirk Mental Health Centre,
as well as it’s historic steel mill, the City
generates jobs and opportunities for new
as well as existing residents.
The City is proud of its spectacular river
front park as well as its retail and restaurant
services big and small to offer a special
hospitality to visitors.

inclusive
Selkirk is

Our population is diverse. With a significant
Aboriginal population as well as a wide range
of ages, Selkirk honours and supports both
young and old with dignity and warmth –
not to mention the welcome visitors will
always receive. The community has created
infrastructure, activities and facilities that
support the City’s inclusiveness.

innovative
Selkirk is

Selkirk is open for business. We are a City
that welcomes new enterprise. With a central
location and skilled workforce, we can help
businesses take advantage of our wide open
spaces and excellent access to transportation.
Businesses succeed in Selkirk.
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Selkirk is

where it
all comes
together

A brand is as strong as the consistency
of the communications materials
that convey it. It is vital that we use
our graphic identity correctly.
Everyone involved with communications in the
City of Selkirk has a responsibility to apply the
identity in a consistent and accurate way in
keeping with the brand.
This Visual Identity Guidelines contains rules
for the proper use of the City of Selkirk logo,
identity and brand.
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1 THE BRAND

Our city is a hub: for business,
commerce and community living in
southern Manitoba’s Interlake Region.

BRAND MESSAGING
BRAND STORY

Selkirk is a community of caring neighbours
who enjoy access to urban amenities with
a home-town spirit. It is a thriving centre
of state-of-the-art health care. Selkirk is
the economic hub of the Interlake region of
Manitoba, for both industry and technology.
Selkirk is vibrant, connected and inclusive. It is
a city with friendly, hard-working people who
make sure everyone feels welcome. Selkirk is
where it all comes together.

BRAND ESSENCE
The brand essence of The City of Selkirk can
be distilled to five words:

Proud, Vibrant, Connected,
Inclusive, Innovative
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1 THE BRAND
OUR BRAND IDENTITY

Our community created this identity.
With involvement and guidance from the
people of Selkirk, the new wordmark for Selkirk
reflects the vibrance, cultural fabric and
warmth of our city.
Soft, rounded edges are friendly and
approachable. A sophisticated, professional
colour palette conveys the fact that this is
indeed a city, but the kind of city that knows
its roots, is connected to its residents, and
welcomes visitors.
The type style provides a generous field of
space which is designed to hold patterns
of colour, reflecting different aspects of
Selkirk’s unique attributes, the river,
industry, transportation, technology, the
prairies and sunshine.

Selkirk’s mark conveys
confidence, passion
and the caring nature
of the community.
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2 LOGO USAGE
VARIATIONS
STANDARD LOGO
For most applications (and all media
requests) the standard logo should be used.

Selkirk_logo_CMYK

The standard logo is built using CMYK
to mimic the Pantone® colour 2727, with
four additional tints and shades created by
adding and subtracting intervals of 15%. The
“CITY OF” text is set in a cool grey.
If a single colour logo is required,
use solid Pantone® 2727.

PMS 2727 U
CMYK 61-34-0-0
+30

+15

-15

-30

Selkirk_logo_PMS

For full palette of brand
colours, see page 13.

LOGO + TAGLINE
Selkirk_logo_CMYK_tagline

Selkirk_logo_PMS_tagline
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PMS Cool Grey 9 U
CMYK 0-0-0-80

SACRED AREA
Also known as the minimum exclusion area,
the sacred area is the area around the logo
into which no type or other element should
encroach. This allows the logo to have enough
space around it to maximize readability. It is
established as a proportion of the logo using
an element, in this case, the width of the
lowercase ‘e’ contained in the logo.

MINIMUM SIZE
The minimum width for the City of Selkirk
logo is 3/4” or 0.75”.
When paired with the tagline, the minimum
width for the logo is 1”.

3/4 or 0.75 inch
1 inch
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2 LOGO USAGE
VARIATIONS
BLACK, GREY, OR WHITE
When the logo cannot be displayed in full
colour the logo can be applied in black, dark
grey, or white.

Selkirk_logo_K

The reversed logo should only be used atop
a dark background colour where the logo
would otherwise be unreadable.

Selkirk_logo_grey_CMYK

Selkirk_logo_reverse
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VARIATIONS
LOGO AS A MASK
The Selkirk logo may also be used as a mask
to display a supporting image or texture
through the letters of the mark.

Selkirk_logo_mask

When using the logo as a mask, ensure
special attention is taken to preserve the
legibility of the mark.
Images with low contrast or monochromatic
colour work best.

FOR DESIGNERS ONLY

This application is best left to
professional designers and is only for
marketing purposes. Do not use in
corporate applications.
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2 LOGO USAGE
LOGO USAGE
ADDITIONAL COLOURS
In addition to the standard blue logo, the
Selkirk logo can be displayed in any of the
approved brand colours specified on the
adjacent page. The logo may only be built
using shades and tints from one colour
only, do not mix the palette colours.

Selkirk_logo_multi_green_CMYK

Selkirk_logo_green_CMYK

This page demonstrates how each of the
brand colours appear within the logo. Files
for each colour have been generated.
Selkirk_logo_multi_yellow_CMYK
FOR DESIGNERS ONLY

Use coloured logos only when it best
suits the application. When using the
logo in application, stick to the same
colour variant, i.e., don’t mix the green
logo with the blue logo within the
same application.

Selkirk_logo_yellow_CMYK

Selkirk_logo_multi_gold_CMYK

Selkirk_logo_gold_CMYK

Selkirk_logo_multi_red_CMYK

Selkirk_logo_red_CMYK

Selkirk_logo_multi_grey_CMYK

Selkirk_logo_grey_CMYK
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3 COLOUR PALETTE
COLOURS

This palette defines a flexible suite of colour for all applications of the Selkirk brand.

Designated Pantone® colours and their
equivalents for other methods of reproduction
are as shown. Strict adherence to these colour
standards will serve to unify the image of the
City of Selkirk.

colour name

pms

cmyk

rgb

hex

river blue

2727 u

61 · 34 · 0 · 0

100 · 140 · 232

6490e8

Preferred for print, Pantone® colours can vary
depending on whether they are printed on
coated or uncoated paper.

graphite grey

cool
grey 9

0 · 0 · 0 · 80

88 · 89 · 91

58585b

reed green

584 u

16 · 1 · 76 · 2

206 · 214 · 101

ced665

canola yellow

7406 u

1 · 17 · 93 · 9

241 · 184 · 40

f1b828

prairie gold

144 u

0 · 43 ·90 · 0

243 · 139 · 60

f38b3c

selkirk red

1795 u

1 · 83 · 89 · 4

218 · 89 · 89

da5959

'U' stands for Uncoated paper, for which
these colours were primarily selected.

As a standard use the brand colours at
full colour, 100% opacity.
As seen in the logo, shades and tints of
the Selkirk brand colours can be used.
Use this chart to reference different tint
and shade levels.

-30

-15

+15

+30

-30

-15

+15

+30

-30

-15

+15

+30

-30

-15

+15

+30

-30

-15

+15

+30
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4 LOGO USAGE CONTINUED
FORMATS

Logos are supplied in various formats for different functions. The logos are named in this
convention: Selkirk_logo > colour format > .file type.

ENCAPSULATED POST SCRIPT
(EPS)
EPS is a vector format and can be scaled
infinitely without losing image quality. This
is the preferred version for use and must be
used for offset printing.
Applications:
Signage, print ads, flyers, brochures and
other print collateral.

PORTABLE NETWORK
GRAPHICS (PNG)
PNG is a raster graphics file format for digital
imaging, web applications and electronic
templates. Raster formats have a fixed
resolution which means that if the image
increased in size, the image will degrade, losing
detail and appearing unsharp or out-of-focus.
PNGs are the preferred format over JPGs as
they allow transparent backgrounds for easy
placement over coloured areas.
Applications:
Website, web ads, social media, Word
documents, Powerpoint presentations.
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DO’S + DON’TS

It is critical to use the logo as intended especially when working with images. When in doubt, use
the black or white versions that will work better in most cases, as they will provide the necessary
contrast for good legibility.

Never place the logo over a busy
image. When using the logo
over image areas, select a wide
swatch of very dark or light colour.
Graphite, black or white versions
should only be used in conjunction
with photos.

When putting the logo on a dark
colour, don’t place a white box
behind the logo. Use the proper
colour or reversed version.

REVERSE VERSION OF LOGO

Never stretch or squish the logo.
Use only with original proportions.

Do not change the specified tint
and shade amount or recolour the
logo in unapproved colours.

Do not change the orientation
of the shapes contained within
the logo. Use only the provided
logo variations.
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5 TYPOGRAPHY
FONTS

The logo itself is made with a customized version of the typeface Foco.
This is also the primary typeface for the brand.
The Foco family can be purchased for $540 at:
https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/daltonmaag/foco/
Adobe Creative Cloud user? Foco is also available through Adobe Typekit for free:
https://typekit.com/fonts/foco
When a clean sans serif typeface is desired for reports etc. use the free family Open Sans.
Download Open Sans for free:
http://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/open-sans

PRIMARY TYPEFACE (MARKETING MATERIALS)

Foco Bold

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiKk
NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVv
WwXxYyZz 1234567890 Mixed case, for display and headlines.
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiKk
NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVv
WwXxYyZz 1234567890

Foco Light, Mixed Case
Used for body copy.

SECONDARY TYPEFACE (REPORTS, CORPORATE)

This is Open Sans Bold

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiKk
NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVv
Use this for headlines. Best in all caps tracked
WwXxYyZz 1234567890
to 100 letterspacing.

THIS IS OPEN SANS EXTRABOLD
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiKk
NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVv
WwXxYyZz 1234567890

This is Open Sans Regular

Use this for body copy if brand fonts aren’t available.
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6 BRAND ELEMENTS
COLOUR FIELDS
These colour grounds provide a
method to enliven documents, images
and other applications. They reinforce
the brand and keep applications
vibrant. They can be used as is, in
pieces or multiplied into photography.
See samples on the next spread.

7 PHOTOGRAPHY
IMAGE USE
We recommend the use of black and white photography in marketing and promotions in order
to bring a journalistic and slightly gritty approach. This style is not often employed by civic
bodies and will set Selkirk apart from the crowd. It will also help to feature the brand colours as
indicated on this spread.
We have licensed five stock photos for the City that we feel represent both the brand essence
and the way photos should be shot for the City moving forward. Instruct photographers to
feature people’s faces and activities in a more intimate manner. Get close up and focus on the
subject, letting the surroundings fall out of focus.
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COMBINING WITH COLOUR
Combining photography with the colour
fields is a way to add vibrancy to photos
as well as provide areas for titling and
text. These techniques are best handled by
professional designers, but we have built
the fields so they can be easily used.

8 APPLICATIONS
STATIONERY
LETTERHEAD
PAPER

The letterhead is printed full colour both
sides. The back is vibrant and bright,
featuring the tagline. The front is kept simple
and corporate for correspondence.

City of Selkirk
200 Eaton Avenue
Selkirk, MB R1A 0W6
Tel 204 785 4900
m
info@cityofselkirk.co

Arthur Yoder
ayoder@vestibulum.com

Vestibulum Cursus
867 2nd Street

Mohawk Options Smooth
100% PC White
70lb Text

Ltd.

Lorette, MB R0A 0Y0

Dear Arthur,

nd
illa neque sit amet eleife
iscing elit. Nullam fring
. Ut id lectus eu nunc
amet, consectetur adip
Mauris id congue lorem
Lorem ipsum dolor sit
us.
finib
us
temp
n
laoreet
entum urna in sapie
viverra odio. Phasellus
rhoncus. Nunc elem
nisl. Suspendisse quis
ante laoreet,
. Aliquam eu posuere
id leo condimentum
Proin
tempor iaculis at id urna
velit.
am
aliqu
sollicitudin. Integer et
lorem nec velit fringilla
lacinia nulla.
sed tellus
or. Praesent luctus risus
tincidunt neque temp
in dui finibus
metus consequat, nec
am. Aenean vel erat
aliqu
Proin viverra lorem ut
sis
facili
sed
e
entum sed
t. Nullam fringilla nequ
Nulla arcu nibh, elem
consectetur consequa
ectetur urna et auctor.
ibulum pretium cons
nar ut vulputate id,
. Sed quam lacus, pulvi
ultrices vel a purus. Vest
Proin vitae egestas ante
quam ultrices
.
at
nunc
nibh
od
quis
c
euism
Done
erat at, imperdiet
nisi quis, faucibus erat.
non massa vitae
libero fringilla, rhoncus
rerit metus. Quisque
luctus ac nisl. Etiam ut
non, consectetur hend
elit
a
m
e nulla, in
entu
risqu
ferm
scele
nisl,
is lorem. Sed quis
rhoncus. Quisque leo
endisse pretium iacul
et vel et mauris. Susp
mi.
ipsum volutpat laore
. Vestibulum id dolor
natis
vene
or
temp
sed
ipit dolor
viverra sapien. Sed susc
aliquam. Integer
faucibus eu purus ut
vulputate. Suspendisse
issim mauris.
nisi sed ligula varius
id suscipit enim, ut dign
s
cena
Pellentesque sodales
Mae
ex.
er
corp
etra
mollis. Aliquam et ullam
t quam sit amet mi phar
vulputate vel nibh at
Vestibulum consequa
in.
is
iacul
nulla
m
vitae fringilla purus
, nec rutru
quam gravida neque,
Nam iaculis sapien nunc
bus venenatis, sapien
varius
eu,
dapi
tis
mi
vel
sagit
ies
elit
es,
ultric
,
que dolor nibh
vestibulum. Sed ultric
a volutpat. Pellentes
nunc, finibus
mollis mattis massa
viverra est. Donec nibh
diam nec odio. Nunc
entum et, accumsan
est, elementum ut ferm
vitae, iaculis dui.
felis
que
tristi
fringilla risus. In nulla
ia,
lacin
leo
is tellus. Aenean quis
in nulla ut, pulvinar matt
vel
tis. Morbi id facilisis leo,
dolor fermentum sagit
pat nec
r. Ut tincidunt nibh quis
torto
entum elit. Aenean volut
bus
dapi
ut
c
Done
vel maximus. Sed a ferm
lacus
eget
msan
m accu
suscipit erat. Vestibulu
stie. In ipsum orci.
nulla hendrerit mole
Sincerely,

BA Communication
Kristen Thompson
Office Coordinator
City of Selkirk
rk.com
kthompson@cityofselki
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myselkirk.ca

STATIONERY
#10 ENVELOPE
The envelope is printed full colour
one-side with full bleed open flap.

PAPER

Mohawk Options Smooth
100% PC White
70lb Text, with deep square flap

200 Eaton Avenue, Selkirk, MB R1A 0W6
Mrs. Mary L. Macias
Vestibulum Cursus Ltd.
867 2nd Street
Lorette, MB R0A 0Y0
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8 APPLICATIONS
STATIONERY
BUSINESS CARDS
The business cards are set up to print full
colour both sides, six up. Six versions of
the back cover have been developed, each
using one of the Selkirk brand colours.
Staff can have the whole range or pick
their favourite.

PAPER

Faisal Anwar
Director of Sustainable Economic Development

Tel 204 785 4900
Dir 204 785 4953

myselkirk.ca

Cel 204 123 4567
fanwar@cityofselkirk.com

200 Eaton Avenue, Selkirk, MB R1A 0W6

myselkirk.ca

myselkirk.ca

Mohawk Options Smooth
100% PC White
110lb Double Thick Cover

Angela Petrash
myselkirk.ca

Assistant Economic Developer Officer

Tel 204 785 4997
Cel 123 456 7890

Fax 204 482 5448
apetrash@cityofselkirk.com

200 Eaton Avenue, Selkirk, MB R1A 0W6

myselkirk.ca
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myselkirk.ca

EMAIL
EMAIL SIGNATURES
We recommend the use of Calibri in
14 point. Bold for the name and regular
for the balance of the text. Set in 70%
grey to match #9 grey corporate colour.
We also recommend linking to the
logo image on your server rather than
including it as an attachment. In this
manner, recipients can identify when you
are actually sending an attachment.
Keep the signatures clean and corporate.
If you are promoting an event or other
activity, keep it to the body of the email.
This will help to keep the branding
consistent and strong.
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8 APPLICATIONS
DOCUMENTS
REPORT COVER
These report covers are supplied in both
Word and Indesign formats to provide
flexibility for designers and executives in
their application. We recommend using
Open Sans (free, provided) for reports to
keep them clear and concise.
The templates we have provided use the
primary colour palette, but others could use
the secondary palette as well, depending on
content.
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PRESENTATIONS
POWERPOINT
The Powerpoint uses Master slides to
offer template options for a variety of
types of slides. There are three colour
variations using the Selkirk brand colours
(blue, red or green), which you can access
in the master slides. Each version has a
unique title slide. Staff can use the whole
range or pick their favourite.

ding
Presentation Hea
enter
Subheading or Pres

Presentation Heading

Subheading or Presenter

Slide title
Section Title

• Slide content

Section summary
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8 APPLICATIONS
WATER TOWER
The Selkirk water tower is an iconic
landmark in the City. Painting the new
logo and brand elements will position
the City as a modern centre.
This fun application makes the
tower look like a golf ball on a tee. A
humorous approach goes a long way to
making a brand memorable.
s a m p l e a p p l i c at i o n o n ly !
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VEHICLE LIVERY
City livery provides a “vehicle” for
conveying the brand that is lasting
and cost effective. It not only provides
potential to convey all kinds of
messages and event promotion, but
reinforces City infrastructure.
s a m p l e a p p l i c at i o n o n ly !
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8 APPLICATIONS
ADVERTISING
MARINE MUSEUM
This sample ad plays on the texture
and patina of the old ships found
in the museum. It uses the brand
elements to form a nautical flag
while still maintaining consistency.
The photo is journalistic black and
white to allow the brand colours to
come to the forefront.
In this case, you can see the tagline
is worked into the copy as opposed
to taking centre stage.
s a m p l e a p p l i c at i o n o n ly !

CATCH A PIECE
OF HISTORY
C L I M B A B O A R D T H E C O LO U R F U L H I S TO R Y O F M A N I TO B A’ S
WAT E R WAY S AT T H E M A R I N E M U S E U M O F M A N I TO B A .
D I S C O V E R W H Y S E L K I R K I S W H E R E I T A L L C O M E S TO G E T H E R .
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9 CONTACTS
QUESTIONS?

COPYRIGHT
The City of Selkirk logo and graphic elements
are protected under the copyright laws of
Canada. Use of the logo is restricted to
the City of Selkirk’s corporate activities.
Unless otherwise specified, no individual
or organization has the permission to copy,
redistribute, reproduce, republish or modify the
logo in any form without the written permission
of the City of Selkirk.
To obtain permission to use the City of
Selkirk’s logo please contact:
City of Selkirk
200 Eaton Avenue
Selkirk, Manitoba, Canada
R1A 0W6
Tel: 204 785 4900
Email: info@cityofselkirik.com
Website: myselkirk.com
To download logo files and brand
assets please visit:
myselkirk.com/brand-elements

QUESTIONS?
This guideline document, along with the
general brand guidelines and the brand
strategy, was prepared by Ion Brand Design. If
you have any questions, you can contact us at:
948 West 7th Avenue
Vancouver, BC, Canada
V5Z 1C3
Tel: 1 888 336 2466
Email: info@iondesign.ca
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